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A travel guide to help the first time visitor to Mexico City get in, get around, and get the most from

their visit to this vibrant city. Covering topics such as why choose Mexico City, where to go, what to

see, and how to do it with suggestions on packing, arrival, taxis and the subway system, where to

stay, and when to go. The reader will find many tips to help them enjoy this magnificent city in a few

days, along with ideas for extending their visit, and how to make the nearly perfect visit a perfect

one. If you are thinking of visiting Mexico City, or are already in the planning stages, this handy

guide will help you navigate with ease and make efficient use of your time. Readers who have

previously visited Mexico City may find new inspiration in the sections on the floating gardens of

Xochimilco, or the Food Tour offerings.
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Terry Kelly lives full time in Louisiana with Mike, her husband of 25 years, and their furry child,

Bailey, a yellow Lab mix. Since 2008, they have owned a beach house in the small fishing village of

Chelem, Yucatan, Mexico, giving her greater access to this vibrant and diverse country. Terry is an

avid traveler, and along with extensive travels through Mexico, she has visited more than 60

countries and traveled to 6 continents. She admits to getting as much pleasure from the planning of

a trip as she does from the trip itself. Her dream trip would be to visit Antarctica on an expedition

ship.

This book is a fraud. It is an incomplete, insipid, narrow, anecdotal view of Mexico City providing no

unique information which is not well and more thoroughly presented in other travel books. Also lacks



an index. It is sort of like someone decided to self-publish some travel notes, padded to make the

piece longer, and then get some friends to give it great reviews. My signal should have been that

there were only six reviewers and five of them gave five stars. I returned the book and recommend

that you spend your money on Eyewitness Travel Top Ten or Jim Johnson's 'opinionated' Mexico

City guide both of which were quite useful to us.

I enjoyed this quick book about the authors long weekend through one of the largest cities on Earth.

The title makes it very clear that this is not meant to be a guide to all things Mexico City, but rather

her experiences over 3 days. The author is clearly a very seasoned traveler, so her personal tips on

traveling ranging packing methodology all the way to riding subway system in foreign countries are

well though out and helpful. She also helped to dispel some of my previous preconceptions about

Mexico City and make a future trip to the city a whole lot more possible!

Very conversational and easy to read with great tips - everything from how to get the best value for

what you are looking for, great places to eat and sites to see, as well as important safety tips

(invaluable when traveling as a tourist to any large city). With an emphasis on planning and

research to make your trip to Mexico City safe, enjoyable and memorable!A great read!

Excellent book! I have had the pleasure of traveling with Terry and those trips have been the best I

have ever experienced! Terry researches every aspect of a trip and as you can read in this book

finds some very interesting and different things to do and see. You can't go wrong reading this book

if you plan to or would like to travel to Mexico City!

Easy read. Essentially you're reading a detailed travel blog experience, but it serves as a good start

point if you know nothing about the neighborhoods.

Thank you!

It is kind of her trip diary. And if you have never traveled abroad, and need a step by step book, you

might benefit from . Easy to read and you can finish reading it on plane .

Terry's account of her visit to Mexico City is immediate, enjoyable and extremely useful. Thanks,

Terry, for sharing your experiences and your expertise!
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